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“Time travel? What do you mean by time travel?”Di beiming asked with a frown. “HMM, how should I 

put it? Prince Charming, there’s something I haven’t told you. Actually, I wasn’t originally from the Qing 

Xuan Continent…” Yun chujiu told him about her time travel. She didn’t tell him before because she was 

afraid that it would be too unbelievable and di beiming wouldn’t believe it. Moreover, the relationship 

between the two of them wasn’t that close. Yun chujiu felt a little uneasy after she finished talking. After 

all, she was a little vixen who had lived for two lifetimes. Would the pretty boy have any bad thoughts? 

Unexpectedly, after di beiming heard it, he hugged Yun chujiu even tighter. “Little Jiu, you must have 

suffered a lot in the world that you mentioned. I will treat you even better in the future so that you 

won’t suffer anymore.” Yun chujiu never thought that di beiming would say such words after hearing 

her ‘background’. Her eyes were slightly moist. The two of them were silent for a long time, and they 

just hugged each other tightly. “Little Jiu, when you said to travel through time and space, you meant to 

tear apart the void. Only gods can do such a divine ability, but it is said that gods have been extinct for 

hundreds of thousands of years.” Yun Chujiu’s mood was a little depressed when she heard this. It 

seemed that she would not be able to see Yun Qi anymore! “Little Jiu, don’t be too sad. Since you can 

travel through time and space, that Lady Yun Qi that you mentioned might also be able to travel through 

time. There is a fixed fate in the dark. You will definitely meet her again. If I see her again, I will definitely 

thank her and thank her for taking care of you for me for so many years.”Di beiming felt that ever since 

he met Yun chujiu.., he had said more than the previous twenty years combined. Yun Chujiu’s eyes lit 

up. “Yes! Maybe Qi Qi will also transmigrate. When the time comes, I will introduce brother Wu Ji to 

her. She has a cold personality and brother Wu Ji is as passionate as fire. The two of them are the most 

suitable!” Di beiming was slightly jealous of Xue Wuji before. Now that he heard Yun chujiu say this, he 

decided not to lower himself to Xue Wuji’s level anymore. In Little Jiu’s heart, he treated him like a 

brother, otherwise, she would not have taken the trouble to introduce him to a girl. Di beiming suddenly 

saw Yun Chujiu’s chest reveal a touch of Snow White. His throat tightened. This kind of seeing but not 

touching was really killing! “Little Jiu, you, what have you not come yet?”Di beiming asked with a slightly 

red face. Yun Chujiu was stunned. Then, she understood di beiming’s meaning, she puffed her cheeks 

and said, “Yeah, I’m also puzzled. My fifth and seventh sisters have been here since they were thirteen 

years old. Why haven’t I Come Yet? Could it be that I’m a fake woman, but in fact, I’m a real man?” The 

corner of di Beiming’s eyes twitched violently. “Nonsense! When you go to Changfeng Inn for your rest, 

I’ll ask the elders in the hall who are proficient in medical skills to take a look at you.” Yun chujiu 

nodded. Indeed, she should take a look. It would be better if she did not have any hidden illness. I still 

want to give birth to a monkey for the Pretty Boy! “Little Jiu, go to sleep. When you fall asleep, I will 

leave. In order to prevent others from suspecting, Xue Wuji and I will cultivate outside the trial tower for 

a few days before leaving.” “En, Prince Charming, sing me a lullaby. I haven’t heard it for a long 

time.”Yun Chujiu yawned and said. Di beiming gritted his teeth and still started singing. Yun chujiu fell 

asleep in a short while. Di beiming kissed her forehead before activating the concealment talisman and 

leaving Yun Chujiu’s courtyard. 

 


